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What about the children?

The campus
child
development
center closes.
Page 2

Isaiah Kozumplik, 1 and a half years old,

now parent use friends to babysit.

news
Kristen Halverson, Staff Reporter
Kristen_Halverson@csumb.edu

n Aug 28th while the campus
O
hummed with traffic and students rushed
to classes, the Child Development Center
(CDC) remained silent. The CDC has
been shutdown.
Providing care for children, 18
months to 5years old, of faculty and
students, the CDC allowed them to
attend classes and work, without worry.
The Headstart Program, which tended to
students with disabilities and the State
Preschool Program, which helped strug
gling student parents send their kids at
no cost, were two invaluable programs
offered through the CDC.
The CDC was already short two
teachers when the director left last
spring. Without ample time to re-staff
the three open positions for the new
school year, the office manager decided
to leave as well. At this point, the
center had become unable to process
paychecks and time cards. Denise Noel,
the Site Supervisor for the center and
the interim-director said in a soft voice,
“I did not have enough staff qualified
to be left alone with children. If there
were an emergency situation I must
have a qualified Center admin staff to
The Child Development Center would watch children such as Gavin (Right), a former attendee.

Child Development Center closes
accompany the injured and one to be at
the center. It can’t be done. It puts the
children in an unsafe situation.” She
continued; “It’s not like you can just
walk out and scoop people off the street
to watch the kids. Each teacher must
have certain qualifications. Our center
could not open because some of those
key qualifications were missing.”
The CDC was primarily funded with
a $203,000 budget provided through
the Foundation of CSUMB. Christina
Sierra, an early Headstart educator
for the Monterey Peninsula formally
involved with the CSUMB partnership,
stated that the teachers who quit did so
because they were offered considerCenter Shutdown continued on page 3
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"I did not have enough staff qualified to be left alone
with children...It's not like you can just walk out
and scoop people off the street to watch the kids.
Each teacher must have certain qualifications. Our
center could not open because some of those key
qualifications were missing."
Denise Noel, The Site Supervisor and the Interim-Director
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Center shutdown
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ably higher wages by other
early childhood facilities. Jennifer
Kozumplik, a parent of two children
at the center, attended budget meet
ings and claimed that the foundation
was well aware that the teachers
were unhappy about the pay and
that the CDC was an important asset
to students and parents of CSUMB.
While Hartnell College and MPC
Childcare Centers pay $15-18 per
hour for teacher’s $10-12 for assis
tants the CDC only paid $11-13
for teachers and $7-9 for assistant
teachers.
Currently, there is a CDC task
force, which is a group of peo
ple made up of CDC faculty and
Foundation employees, left to
advocate for students and families.
Parents say that when the center
closed they had to find care for
their children in very little time, it
added stress to the family and finan
cial burdens as well. One teacher
expressed her concern for the CDC
teachers that lived in Schoonover
Park who not only lost their jobs, but
their housing as well.
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“We can be

the Best”
President Harrison sets the future of CSUMB
Kimber Solana, News Editor
KJMBERREY_SOLANA@CSLIMB.EDU

In front of a crowd made up mostly of a
“who’s who” in CSUMB faculty, staff,
administrators and students, CSUMB
President Dianne Harrison stood under
the spotlight giving her first State of the
University Address to an attention-filled
crowd in the World Theater.
“I will not shy away from making
tough decisions. I did not come here to
be a leader who offers no leadership,”
Harrison told the audience.
Already faced with controver
sial issues early in to her presidency,
including the closing down of the Child
Development Center, Harrison defended
her decision.
“I would have preferred to form a task
force in advance of that decision, but
the luxury of time was not available. I
had to act. In hindsight, although I’ve
learned some valuable lessons about our
communication processes on campus,
I would make the very same decision
again,” said Harrison.
But despite not shying away from dis
cussing controversial topics, Harrison’s
speech was well received. The audience

laughed at her jokes and interacted with
her rhetorical questions.
At the end of the speech, after
announcing her decision to redirect the
money for her inauguration to the TriCounty Vision Scholarship Endowment,
the nearly full World Theater audience
gave Harrison a standing ovation.
“She’s really dedicated seeing stu
dents succeed in every level,” said
Kathleen Steingrube, an HCOM junior.
“I thought she hit all the right points.”
Sheena Demayo who, like Harrison,
just joined the CSUMB family as a
staff member in the TAT department
this semester had nothing but praise for
the president.
“It was heartfelt,” said Demayo. “I’m
really looking forward to the future.”
Harrison’s address began with her
daughter’s accomplishments and a plug
for Amir’s Kabob, a CSUMB graduate’s
restaurant on Lighthouse Avenue and
how proud she was for both of them.
“Few things compare to what we
feel about the success of our chil
dren,” said Harrison.
Then she talked about CSUMB’s chal
lenges, with construction and enrollment
topping her priority list, and outlining
her plans to face such challenges.

news

KATRINA,
ONE YEAR
LATER...
Kristin Kitcher, StaffReporter
Kristin_Kitcher@csumb.edu

One year after Hurricane Katrina many
of the citizens of New Orleans are no
closer to coming home.
For Lauren Brow, an HCOM major
4
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in her junior year, Hurricane Katrina
hits close to home. The New Orleans
native has aunts, uncles and cousins
who lost everything when the hurri
cane hit their town. Her family remains
scattered “with different relatives from
Texas who took them in” but “over 20

Dianne Harrison gives her first State of the University Address.

PH0T0 BY KIMBER solana

“Will we complain about the incon
veniences, or will we get excited about
the end results?” she asked, addressing
the issue of the current construction
project. She has already committed her
self on wearing construction-friendly
footwear over her usual high heels.
Changing the names of majors is
now a possibility to attract more stu
dents to enroll in CSUMB citing the
Business Department’s recent success
through changing the Management and
International Entrepreneurship program
to Business Administration. Since the
name change, Business Administration
has become CSUMB’s largest major.

She also mentioned the issue of
academic planning, faculty and staff
housing, and the refinement of busi
ness processes.
“We live in a fabulous area that has
a reputation for providing the best. We
have the best golf courses, the best hotels,
the best restaurants (Amir’s Kabob), the
best produce, the best natural areas
for hiking, and biking, and kayaking—
there’s no reason we shouldn’t have the
best California State University, too!”
said Harrison.“I believe we are on the
cusp of great change and I am abso
lutely committed to making positive
change happen.”

family members are still missing and we
have no idea how to find them.”
They would love to return home but she
said “there is nothing for them to return to.”
Brow said her family received funds
from the government that helped some
what but the money ran out quickly.
Staci Caccioppi, a junior TAT major,
grew up in New Orleans and revis
ited her hometown this past August.
Her family is now back in their home,
rebuilding it themselves, living on the
first floor until the rest is finished.
She said that the town is “still a ghost
town” but the “French Quarter is thriv
ing.” “There are no streetlights and the
area looks like it has not been touched
since Katrina” but crime, she said, is a
major problem today; Caccioppi even wit
nessed her friend’s car being broken into.
The Red Cross of Monterey sent
volunteers to New Orleans two months
after the hurricane hit when the city was

declared “safe.”
Dale Presson, a Red Cross volunteer
from Monterey County, was sent to New
Orleans in Nov. 2005 with a crew of 120
volunteers where he supervised the dis
tribution of prepared foods, snacks and
much needed water and cleaning sup
plies. Presson said that, “2000 - 5000
hurricane victims received these sup
plies each day.”
“There were no materials to use then
for rebuilding just blue tarps provided
by FEMA to cover damaged homes,”
Presson added.
‘Mold was everywhere and I can only
campare it to what I saw in the Soviet Union.”
Most volunteers developed persistent
coughs from the mold and dust. There
have been few volunteers sent to the
region since then.
The Gulf Coast still needs help. The
Red Cross can be reached at 424-4824
to donate money or to volunteer.

Skateboarders t inn
Beware
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Kate Kiechle, Staff Reporter
Kate_Kiechle@csumb.edu

T
A hree years ago on campus, skate
boarding was legalized; but not without
regulations.
Many new students who arrive at
CSUMB are unaware of the rules that
go along with boarding. Some students
depend solely on skateboards as their
method of transportation without ever
thinking twice about getting a ticket.
Lieutenant Earl Lawson reported that
only two verbal warnings have been
given out this semester, no tickets yet.
Lt. Lawson reiterated that the UPD
officers do have the right to cite a
skateboard violation with or without a
verbal warning first. Freshman Mark
Rivadeneyra, was asked what he would
do if approached by an officer while
skating, he replied, “I would probably
stay on my board and try to play it off.
What signs, I didn’t see any signs.”
There is a better way to avoid a
ticket and find out the regulations for
skateboarding and other types of nonmotorized transportation. A helpful link
can be found at http://police.csumb.
edu/site/x7652.xlm
Preventing destruction to campus

“I’m a responsible skater!”

property is one 01 me reasons ror me
skate regulations. The scars etched
onto the campus can be found on the
steps outside building 203 and on a

photo by kate kiechle

bench in the North Quad. Both were
the end results of trick skating, a citable
offense.
Between safety, keeping the campus

free of damage and being respectful of
other campus residents, the boarders
must skate responsibly.

Campus construction creates chaos
Geooff Middlekauff Staff Reporter
Geoff_Middlekauff@csumb.edu

Q

When the product is applied immediate
conversion happens and little curing
takes place due to the latex’s drying
time. A “Treatability” study taken on
site showed astounding results after the
EcoBond had been applied, pre EcoBond
Level 32.1 percent, Post EcoBond level
.09 percent.
Campus planners have initiated a
novel recycling program that allows
approximately 80 percent of the materi
als to stay out of area landfills. We’re
grinding all the asphalt, rock and con
crete from the demolition to produce a
base rock material,” said Ron Deller,
CSUMB’s lead construction manager.
“We’ll use it to pave a roadbed to be
used by trucks involved in building the
library. The objective is to keep trucks
off the campus streets,” making it safer
for everyone.
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k-ztudents, faculty, and staff have been
dealing with road closures on a daily
basis. Firstclass and the construction
signs haven’t completely informed cam
pus travelers of just how complex the
makeshift obstacle course has become.
Walking around campus instead of driv
ing may take less time these days, but
the toxic dust produced from the demo
lition sites may make students, faculty,
and staff think again about ditching
their cars.
“Every day, it seems I have to take a
different route because something new
is closed off. I feel like I’ve been late
everyday last week because I had to take
another detour. Just when I think I have

a new system down, BAM! I have to get and unstable for the top soil, so a pre
used to something else. Yeah, they send demolition coat of EcoBond is applied
those First Class pop-ups out but who to neutralize the lead.
has time to check Firstcass every hour on
“I was recently told by an instructor
the hour?” Senior HCOM major Kristin that the paint they used on the buildings
Theobald said
back in the day is
“I do not
lead-based and so
Every day, it seems I have to
have time to be
they had to paint
take a different route because
on Firstclass all
all of the buildings
something
new is closed off.
day checking
before they tear
road status and
them down. Also,
-KRISTIN THEOBOLD, SENIOR
when I come
as they’re tearing
to campus the
them down, they
direct rout to
have to water down
my classes are always turned up side the debris so the lead doesn’t fly away
down,” Grant Haney a senior HCOM and get into our bodies. Now, I am a bit
student said.
concerned as I work right by an area that
The process of demolishing the old is being tom down,” Theobald said.
buildings on campus entails more than
EcoBond is a lead/phosphate latex
just taking them to the ground. The based paint material that is a permanent
structures original paint is lead-based application and is all weather durable.

'Tipping' is not a city in China
Kimber Solana, News Editor
KlMBERREY_SOLANA@CSUMB.EDU

With updated cash registers, students
are hearing the phrase “would you
like to tip 10, 15, or 20 percent for
your service?” these days at the Otter
Bay Café.
The new system, established at the end
of spring 2006, has enabled the CSUMB
restaurant to regulate the amount of gra
tuity being given to their student workers
from meal plan customers. Before the
change, students could give any amount
they desired to their servers.
Not everybody is too happy with the
new system.
Student workers, who start with an
hourly minimum wage, are seeing less
gratuity going in to their paychecks.
“With the new system, on all the
smaller tables we have, we make a lot
less than we use to, which collectively
adds up to a lot less in tips for the shift,”
said an OBC student server who wanted
to remain anonymous.
According to the source, the reason
for the new system was to deter student
workers from receiving large tips from
their friends. In the last few weeks of
each semester, students, especially ones
with hefty amounts of money still left in
their meal plans, often leave large tips
for their friends who work at the OBC.
Once the paychecks come in, they’re
able to share the wealth.

“It felt like being told, ‘You’re mak
ing too much money. Things need to
change,”’ the anonymous source added.
Business junior Justin Gomez isn’t
much of a fan of the new system either.
“I feel like the money in my meal
card is mine and I should have the lib
erty to use it and as much of it,” said
Gomez. “At the end of the semester, I
usually have a couple of hundred left
in the card—why would I want to leave
that money and have it simply taken by
the school?”
Daniel Kaupie, the General Manager
of the dining services on campus, said
the new system isn’t new at all. The pol
icy has always been to not allow more
than 20 percent of meal plan money to
be given as gratuity.
“We are simply enforcing the policy
that already existed and updated our
registers,” said Kaupie.
Along with policy enforcement, the
new system is also for the sake of
education.
“It’s our responsibility to educate our
student servers about common industry
standards—15 percent gratuity of the
bill means good service,” said Kaupie.
“The main intent was to educate but
with that, we are also able to stop
fraudulent tipping that has happened
with a handful of our student workers
in the past.”
Kaupie also points out that the system
is set only for meal plan card holders.

How much would this diner tip if there were no restrictions?

Students paying with cash and credit
cards are able to leave any amount they
desire. But with most OBC customers
being meal plan cardholders, the affects
are felt by the staff.
“Tips are so important to the servers
at the OBC. Out of the tips a server
makes, we tip out the kitchen staff, the

photos by chad ghiron

dishwasher, the expediters, the host
ess, the bartender,” said the anonymous
source, “One of the whole purposes
or philosophies of the OBC is to teach
people how a real restaurant works.. .in
a real restaurant, which the OBC is, the
customer is not limited to the amount he
or she chooses to leave for the server.”

The Otter Bay Cafe goes ‘Au Naturel’
Lindsay Cesmat, Staff Reporter

news

Lindsay_Cesmat@csumb.edu

As a part of ongoing efforts made by the
Otter Bay Café to provide organic and
natural produce, they have made some
very significant changes to their menu.
This fall 2006 semester, the Otter Bay
Café became a member of the Seafood
Watch as a participating restaurant and
educational partner. The Seafood Watch,
headed by the Monterey Bay Aquarium,
provides a list of fish that is “ok for con
sumption” and a list of over fished and
unavailable seafood.
As well as being committed to serv
ing sustainable seafood the Otter Bay
Café also serves only natural meat and
poultry. They offer Painted Hills Steaks
and all natural hamburgers. “Natural
6 Otter Realm | Sep. 21—Oct. 5,2006

means hormone and antibiotic free and
they are fed a 100 percent vegetarian
diet. This includes free range or roam
depending on species” stated Director
of Catering for the Otter Bay Café, Erika
Price. All of the pastas are now organic
and made with 90 percent organic ingre
dients. “I now order organic canned and
dry goods,” explained Otter Bay Café
Head Chef Sam Wallace.
With all of the changes made to the
menu, there was little change in the
prices. The prices increased ten to twenty
cents on most items and some did not
change at all. “We were already offering
Earthbound Farms vegetables and Santa
Cruz Coffee Company organic coffee.
These changes seemed like the next
logical step in our sustainable efforts,”
explained Price. So if you want to dine

One of the OBC’s new gourmet purified Voss Waters.

at the Otter Bay Café for an old classic
like the Sweet Sassy Molasy Baby Back
Ribs or something new like the Daily
Catch or the Filet Mignon, you will be
pleasantly surprised and your pocket
book will not suffer.
“As an off campus student with no
meal plan, I love that I don’t have to
drive very far to get great quality food.
I mean, this is like Carmel quality for a
quarter of the price,” stated senior, busi
ness major Ashley Chavez. The Otter
Bay Café also offers a variety in bever

ages, from your classic bottled water
to Pellegrino and VOS Austrian water.
They offer Earthbound Farm organic
Juice and Odwalla, as well as organic
tea and French sodas.
“I feel that I am offering a college
campus food that would not normally be
offered. Short of a culinary school, the
quality is better than most other cam
puses in California,” Wallace added.

You got MAIL
Sean Tibbitts, Staff Reporter
Sean_Tibbits@csumb.edu

Beginning this semester, the mail sys
tem on campus, infamous in previous
years for slow delivery, has now been
revamped. All residential halls now
have their own street address, a change
allowing faster delivery of student mail,
according to Andy Klingelhoefer, Dean
of Student Life at CSUMB.
“The new method enables local
Post Offices to sort the mail based on
street and building number, which can
then be delivered by campus mail ser
vices more efficiently than ever,” said
Klingelhoefer.
Students that received mail on campus
before can recall mail delivery regularly
exceeding more than a week of delay,
something neither students nor parents
will miss.
“We receive mail from the Post offices
in the morning,” Klingelhoefer added.
“Generally we’re able to distribute the
mail by that afternoon, most times in
under six hours.”
As well as the change in student
addresses, the pick-up locations have also
been moved. North Quad residents will
now receive packages in the lobby of

faster

Building 302, and Res Hall residents will
pick up from the Student Center, Bid. 14.
In addition to the new convenient
locations, hours of operation have also
been extended. Students are now able
to receive packages between the hours
of 9am and 10pm on weekdays, exclud
ing packages sent through independent
agents such as UPS, FedEx, or DHL.
In the event that a student receives a
package from one of those distributors,
they would be able to pick up the parcel
in the mail distribution center located
off of Eighth Avenue, Bid. 35.
Perhaps one of the most impressive
things about the new mail system is
that the changes were able to be imple
mented without having to hire addi
tional staff. Because both the Student
Center and Bid. 302 already required
that someone is present during those
hours, assigning the current staff with
slightly more responsibility completed
the changes.
On top of all these benefits,
Residential Life looks forward to mak
ing Saturday mail services available in
the near future.
PHOTO BY SEAN TIBBITS

There’s a new residential director in town

----------- ■

Celissa_Valenzuela@csumb.edu

There is a new Director or Residential
Life at CSUMB. After a total of 16 years
holding positions for Residential Life

offices in Oregon, Idaho and Washington,
Don Yackley brings a vast collection
of experience to the campus. Yackley’s
mission is to form a quality living com
munity within the university campus
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Celissa Valenzuela, StaffReporter

setting and wishes not to change, but to University ofldaho forfouryears andDirector
keep CSUMB’s community as close to of Res Life at Portland State University in
Oregon. He also attended Portland State
home for students, as possible.
Yackley’s housing adventures began University’s Res Life Program.
As Yackley settles into the CSUMB
as a sophomore at Southern Oregon
University working as a Residential environment, he’s eager to learn more
Advisor while earning his degree in about the community and the history of
Psychology. After graduating, Yackley the University, “I love the vision state
ment and am
moved
and
excited to learn
became a full
more about the
time Residence
“/ /ove the vision statement and
Hall Director
culture here.
am excited to learn more about
I’m excited for
at
Pacific
the culture here. I’m excited for
University in
the year to fully
Forest Grove,
get on its way.”
the year to fully get on its way."
Oregon.
He
Yackley
-DON YACKLEY
isn’t just some
later went on to
ordinary man
earn a Master’s
with the power
Degree
at
Oregon State University in education, to change a student’s living arrange
where he was a graduate Residential ments; he has tremendous background
experience in a variety of programs and
Director for two additional years.
Yackley continued his experience with believes in and cares about his work.
Central Washington University as Area
Coordinator, Director of Res Life at the

Otterstream gets flushed
Kristina Kendrick, Staff Reporter
KRIST1NA_KENDRICK@CSUMB.EDU

It’s important for the CSUMB campus
to be informed on music, events, and
the local community. The Otterstream
used to help provided students with this
information two semesters ago.
The Otterstream was a student run,
free, radio station, located in the back of
the Otter Express. It streamed all over the
world via the internet and broadcasted on
a television channel accessible around
campus and within the Ford Ord area.
The Stream, as it was referred to,
was advised by faculty member, Steven
Levinson, who gave his time, effort
and spirit to the radio program every
day. While in classes and in his office,
Levinson could be found watching his
computer intensely echoing whatever
show happened to be on that moment
between noon and midnight, Monday
through Friday.
Student DJ’s could conduct their two
hour show as they wished with music,
commentary or interviews with guests
while being professional and tallying
any profanity to keep the show audi

ence friendly.
Upper division students remember
Stream shows hosted by DJ’s like Mr.
Goodbar, Red, and Shelly Shock Rock.
Some shows had music played from
iPods, vinyls or CDs; others had movie
reviews and featured local politics or
on-campus events. Shane Bauer, an
SBS graduate who is currently going
through the Credential Program, was a
loyal Stream viewer as well as a very
involved student on campus and sees a
decline of community on campus.
“The campus community is lacking and
we’re shifting from a liberal arts school to
a vocational school,” said Bauer.
The Stream was shut down mid
semester last fall due to copyright issues.
Associated Student meetings were con
ducted over previous semesters to help
support the Stream and resolved that issue
through the hard work of Levinson and
other supporters. This semester, CST395
“Intro to Digital Audio” was offered to
supplement the station and give students
a class where they could learn radio skills
necessary to run a show.
Previous classes produced public ser
vice announcements, radio commercials

and a magazine show that had been
played on NPR multiple times. The
class had nine registered people and
many who wanted to add when the class
was cancelled due to “lack of interest.”

Students who watched the Stream are
upset by this as well as ones that were
waiting to get their shows back on the
air after almost a year of waiting.

‘El clase de los Muertos’ class
Miriam Olivares, Staff Reporter

news

Miriam_Olivares@csumb.edu
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Every student who has been through
First Year Major Pro Seminar 100
has CSUMB’s multicultural Vision
Statement
ingrained
in their minds forever.
CSUMB takes pride in its
diverse curriculum and its
interdisciplinary course of
study.
Three years ago during
a celebration honoring the
Mexican celebration, “Day
of the Dead,” VPA found
ing faculty member Amalia
Mesa-Baines, was inspired
to create a class that was
“resonant to our own vision
statement.”
CSUMB’s
Vision
Statement states that it’s
important to create classes
“which embrace diversity
in its surrounding com
munities ... the
campus
will be distinctive in serv
ing the diverse people of
California, especially the
working class and histori
cally undereducated and

low-income populations.”
Baines’ development of the two unit
“Day of the Dead” class falls directly
into CSUMB’s philosophy.
The class meets every Wednesday
from 10:00 am until noon; Baines even
brings breakfast pastries for her stu
dents. Other than sweet treats, the class
consists of making “papel picado” (cut
paper banners), which serve as a color
ful hanging decoration, “calaveras de
azúcar” (sugar skulls) that resemble
souls, “shrine boxes” and “mini altars”
which are usually personalized with
a theme for one family member or
ancestor who has made a significant
difference in an individual’s life.
All of the students’ and Baines’ hard
work and preparation is in honor of
the dead.
“The class has the opportunity to
take belief systems of [the celebra
tion] and apply them to their own life,”
Baines said.
The class is evolving; it not only
consists of making decorations for the
annual event, it also serves as any other
class on campus; students learn about
the literature, music, and poetry that

surrounds the holiday.
The class also makes the decora
tions used for the Central Community
of Advocacy Farm Worker’s dinner.
Baines and her class also host Saturday
workshops in which they invite inner-

"...the campus will be
distinctive in serving

the diverse people of
California, especially
the working class and

historically undereducated
and low-income

populations.”
CSUMB VISION STATEMENT

city children to take part in the cultural
celebration.
Every year, the class is responsible for
every detail in the display of the main
altar exhibited on campus during “La
Día de la Muerte,” which comes in the
first week of November.

ISSM: the mix and match major
Maxwell Green, Staff Reporter
Maxwell_Green@csumb.edu

Few people remember the first
accepted major at CSUMB; today that
nearly forgotten major has 98 students
according to Professor Barbara Clarke
Mossberg who said, “our program
is growing... the pro-sem class was
absolutely bursting.”
The Integrated Studies Special Major
(ISSM) is one of the few majors that
can be tailored and customized to fit an
array of careers. “[You can] look at all
university programs as your canvas,”
Mossberg, program adviser, added.
The following, is only a small sample
of how some ISSM students are inte
grating their studies:
“Employees do not know the value
of their work,” Robin McMullen
an ISSM senior, who is combining
Psychology, Business and Technology
into her major, said.
McMullen said her original major
was Technology, though she wanted to
include Business with an emphasis in
educating within companies. Her goal
is to “bring quality back to America,”
through education and showing employ
ees the value of their work.
Ariel Ocean, a senior, is combining
Teledramatic Arts and Music. Ocean
wants to be a music director in the
movie industry. “I want to be the person
who puts music in movies.. .1 think it is
a cool thing to do,” Ocean said.
Senior Stacey Wilkins is combin
ing Outdoor Recreation with Earth
Systems Science Policy with a minor in
music. Wilkins said she hopes “to help
people interact with the outdoors,” for

Professor Mossberg proudly shows her Albert Einstein action figure doll,
explaining an analogy of the ISSM student is an action figure in a way. (above)

healthier living.
Chelsea Bell, a third year student, is
learning how to run a small business
with “a twist to it.” She plans to com
bine Business, Human Performance and
Wellness, and Psychology.
One of Bells passions would be to
own a small surf shop because “it seems
idealistic,” though she is still open to
other possibilities. “1 have made 4 sug
gestions on a capstone... I still have not

According
to
Mossberg, it’s impor
tant to have a passion
and be able to fuse
a major within the
University. “[ISSM]
is very coherent... if
you look at the possi
bilities, you have infi
nite opportunities,”
Mossberg added.

PHOTO BY MAXWELL GREEN

decided.”
Dear President Harrison,

LETTERS

Development Center.
I will be waiting for your response
and watching your actions. If we had
Otter Stream, we the students, might
know all that you do. Instead of the
majority of students that have no idea
of what their executive decider is

doing.
Most students did not even know
you were going to speak today...
Annette Partida
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I am unable to make it to your speech
today. I have to work in order to make
the $525 a month in rent and on top of
the 20 units I am taking, because I can
not afford to come here another semes
ter with fee increases.
I am writing because of the claim
you made of having our interests, the
student interests, at heart. One thing I
would like to see brought back is Otter
Stream. It is a widely used medium on
our campus. It would serve to teach
those that would like to get into media.
Also, it would allow us to communicate
the unfair distributions of wealth and
power throughout the CSU. Especially
on o ur campus.

I would like to share with the stu
dent body that I have yet to see some
action that affects us. Other than the
passivity at the closing of the Child

THE GREAT WINE
Elliot Singer, StaffReporter
Elliot_Singer@csumb.edu

PHOTOS BY ELLIOT SINGER

Wne offers a greater range for

egoyment
possibly

and

any

appreciation

other

purely sensory

thing which may be purchased’

-Ernest Hemingway
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than

Ernest Hemingway once
said, “Wine offers a greater range
for enjoyment and appreciation than
possibly any other purely sensory
thing which may be purchased.”
In
order
to
investigate
Hemingway’s words of fermented
wisdom a bit further, I took a trip on
the “Grapevine Express.”
At 11:30 a.m. I boarded the bus at
the Monterey Salinas Transit Center
in downtown Monterey. A mere
$4.50 bought a day pass that left
from the MSTC and ventured south
to Carmel Valley Road, home to
several vineyards and their affiliated
wine tasting rooms.
Chateau Julian’s vineyard, which
also offers tours if you call ahead,
was stop number one. The next stop
was Carmel Village, where many
Monterey County vineyards have
separate tasting rooms. Bemardus
was the first room I visited, where
I was served by a former CSUMB
student.
For $5 you receive four differ
ent pours: a Sauvignon Blanc, a
Chardonnay, a Rosé of Pinot Noir
and their Bordeaux style blend.
It was on to Heller’s Tasting
Room a few hundred yards down
the road. Heller makes a variety
of organic wines in the Carmel
Valley and had the best value of all
the rooms I had visited. Two extra
pours were included for the $5 fee.
Six different bottles were sampled
from: Chenin Blanc, Estate Bottled

Cuvee, Chardonnay, Merlot, and
two Cabernet Sauvignons from dif
ferent vineyards. The tasting room
is also open seven days a week from
11:00 a.m. until 5:30 p.m.
Georis, the most expensive tasting
room at $15 per head, had a par
ticularly lavish ambiance. The other
tasting rooms pour each wine in suc
cession at a bar, while Georis pours
five different samples while you are
seated on their outdoor patio. Their
menu features a Sauvignon Blanc,
a red blend, two different vintages
of Merlot as well as a Syrah. Along
with the wine, small amounts of
cheese are served. The patio garden
and the cheese made for a casual and
relaxing atmosphere.
Galante and Talbott also have tast
ing rooms located in Carmel Village
and Carmel by-the-Sea. All of the
tasting rooms are accessible by bus,
with hourly weekend service includ
ing Fridays starting at 9:30 a.m.
and ending at 8:30 p.m. Many of
the wineries are open seven days
a week and most of them are open
from 11:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. $5
per room appeared to be the average
cost of all the tasting rooms with
only a few exceptions.
Friday is the best day to go; not
only are there less people, the sam
ple sizes tend to be bigger with the
smaller crowds. Another benefit to
the smaller crowds is the individual
attention from the servers, which
can lead to anything from Korean
War stories to additional samples to
even more samples.
The “Grapevine Express” is an
inexpensive and fun way to experi
ence the local wine. Hemmingway
would agree to that.

Adventure
wine guide
Red Wines
CABERNET SAUVIGNON
(cab-uhr-NAY sow-veeh-yawn)
MERLOT
(mehr-LOW)

PINOT NOIR
(PEE-noh nwahr)

SYRAH / SHIRAZ
(seh-RAH / shee-RAHZ)
ZINFANDEL
(ZIN-fahn-dell)

White Wines
CHARDONNAY
(shar-dawn-AY)

CHENIN BLANC
(SHEHN-uhn Blahnk)
PINOT GRIS / GRIGIO
(PEE-noh gree / GREE-jee-oh)

SAUVIGNON BLANC
(so-veen-YAWN blahnk)

The Carmel Valley offers a versatile selection of reds, whites and blushes on their daily tours.

RIESLING
(REEZ-leeng)
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Tune in to DJ
Santana on X103.9

Kristina Kendrick, Staff Reporter

expanded her skills through promotions
on their street team. She discovered a
lot of music and developed her love for
The dream job of the year has been rock bands like Blink 182, Sublime,
taken by a charismatic CSUMB stu Incubus and Finch. With her finger on
dent. Cabrillo College transfer student, the music beat she continues to discover
Chante Santana, is the newest edition to new bands.
the reformatted XI03.9, a local popular
Santana goes to concerts, talks to
rock/hip-hop radio station
the public and takes calls for The X,
Santana was a
which has given her one
finest who went on
of the most recogniz
“There will always
to win an opportunity
able voices in Monterey
to be the station’s
County.
be speed bumps,
new star DJ. The
Santana, a full time
just keep driving and
contest was open to
student, beat out 30 con
stay positive.”
the public and didn’t
testants bringing in 500
CHANTE SANTANA
require any previous
votes on a petition that
radio
experience.
she completed on her
During July and
own time. When asked
August each contestant had the chance what qualities set her apart, the head of
to showcase their skills and gather fans promotion for the station said Santana
along the way, who eventually were “is very energetic, and positive, which is
given the chance to vote for their favor a must when you are in radio.” They are
ite via telephone or Myspace.
impressed that she continues to bring
The station’s Myspace website kept real fun to her listeners.
listeners updated with information about
“There will always be speed bumps,
the contest. Some contestants had no just keep driving and stay positive,”
experience but Santana showed versatil Santana said is her advice to any other
ity. Working at “Drive-Thru Records,” ladies looking to become a radio DJ.
Kristina_Kendrick@csumb.edu

PHOTOS BY CHAD GHIRON

Santana (above) distributes X103.9 public
ity around campus as one of her new job
details, (bottom right) Getting familiar with
the mixing console.
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Don’t believe the hype
business as usual at the BBC

WELLS
FARGO

The Next Stage*

Mary Freeman, StaffReporter

“I heard that it was closed, I don’t want

MARY_FREEMAN@CSUMB.EDU

Throughout the summer and into the
beginning of the school year rumors
have circulated that the Black Box
Cabaret was no longer scheduling events
or closing altogether. Zach Kasow,
president of the Associated Students,
speculated that “someone heard the
CDC [Child Development Center] was
closing and got confused and thought
the BBC was closing.”
Some students are even under the
impression that the BBC has already
been shut down. When Tami Laird,
an HCOM major heard that there was
a recent event at the BBC she replied,
“Isn’t it closed? Well, it looks closed.”
Her shock is not uncommon.
“I heard that it was closed, I don’t
want to speculate as to why, but I heard
it was something about the students not
being able to support the menu; I also

to speculate as to why, but I heard it

was something about the students not
being able to support the menu; I also
heard that scheduling had no budget, ’’

Need Money
For College?

GLEN BELL, MPA MAJOR

heard that scheduling had no budget,”
Glen Bell, an MPA major said. Other
students speculate that there has not been
enough advertising for the BBC so it has
appeared to be out of commission.
According to Pat Clausen, BBC man
ager, “Everything is the same as last
year.” She also believed that the rumor
got started around the same as the CDC
closing.
Clausen said she is still confused as
to how the rumor continued to spread
concurrently with recent BBC events

such as the Greek Fest on Sept.
9 and the Amnity and Brea show
on Sept. 16
The only change to the BBC
this year is their staff. The 16 new
additions recently hired have kept
the management busy, training
the BBC’s largest staff ever.
The BBC will continue to
serve food and hold events, with
no plans to shut down

CHAPMAN
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

If you need funds for tuition, books,
and other college expenses, apply for
a Wells Fargo student loan. We're one
of the nation's largest student loan
providers, and we've been helping
students and their families finance
education expenses for more than
30 years.

Monterey

Wells Fargo can help you pay
for college with:

Look Ahead to Your Future.
Chapman University College’s Monterey campus is the perfect choice
to complete your bachelor’s degree.
Chapman University College, one of California’s most highly respected universities for adult learners, is also
the perfect transfer choice. New sessions start every 10 weeks and our exceptional programs are taught at
convenient times by professionally and academically accomplished faculty who are focused on your success.

• Federal loans for students, parents,
and graduate and professional
students
- Federal Stafford Loans with no
origination1 or federal default2 fees
- Federal PLUS Loans with no
federal default fees2
• Alternative loans with no
origination, disbursement, or
repayment fees
• No payments while in school3 and
for six months after graduating or
leaving school
• Generous repayment benefits to
save you money
Use Wells Fargo's interactive Student
Loan Selector to find the loan that's
best for you, and apply today!

Bachelor’s Degree Programs
Liberal Studies (BA) Humanities • Organizational Leadership (BA)
Psychology (BA) • Social Science (BA)

www.wellsfargo.com/student
1 -800-658-3567

Also offering graduate degree, certificate, and credential programs.

www.chapman.edu/monterey
RSVP for an upcoming information meeting.

Monterey 99 Pacific Street, Suite 375B 831-373-0945
Chapman University is accredited by and is a member of the Western Association of Schools and Colleges.
Teacher training and credential programs are accredited by the California Commission on Teacher Credentialing.

1 Effective for loans guaranteed on or after April 1,2006.

2 Effective for federal loans guaranteed on or after July 1,
2006. Wells Fargo will pay the 1% federal default fee on
behalf of borrowers when the guarantor does not.

3 Maximum In-school time varies by loan product and Is
not available with all loans.

© 2006 Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. All rights reserved. ADFAL 08/06
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Call toll-free 866-CHAPMAN

Greeks dominate CSUMB’s club circuit
Lindsey Stetson, StaffReporter
Lindsey_Stetson@csumb.edu

Clubs gathered in all shapes, sizes and
colors around the quad for a chance to
catch up with old friends and listen to
good music in the on Sept. 6.
Each club had the duty of showing the
student body what they had to offer for
student support.
According to Student Activities
Director, Snehal Naik, there were about
40 clubs, and 15 community organizations
such as Bank ofAmerica and Jamba Juice,
at ClubFest. The event is a way to bring
students together and serve as a kickoff for
the beginning of a new semester.
For seven years and counting, the
Newman Club, a Catholic/Christian
organization, was able to snag Jason

Nicosia, 21, transfer student from
Louisiana State University, as a new
member-to the club. Nicosia said he
joined the Newman Club because he
“aspires to know and love Christ.”
“The students respond positively
because
stu
dents
are
searching for
something.
They want to be
apart of some
thing bigger,”
said Nicosia.
Other key
student organizations were present as
well including the newly recognized
Greek organizations. Not only did the
Greeks participate in Clubfest but they
also organized Greekfest, an event much
like ClubFest, but dedicated to serve

the Greek organizations only. Greekfest ticipated as well.
was held at the BBC and nearly 200
SBS sophomore Juddith Del Real is
students attended.
rushing Theta Alpha Sigma. According
“I came in as a freshman not knowing to Del Real, she decided to join TAS
anyone. I did some research and joined because “they do a lot of community
ODP (Omega Delta Phi). We are the only . service and I want to be apart of that
true multicultural service and help.”
fraternity on cam
“They are very noble for their work
pus,” said Shawn with lower income families, and getting
McCarty, Business first generation kids into college,” Del
senior. McCarty Real explained.
joined ODP in
TAS is currently working with
spring of 2003 and Educational Talent Search on El Grito,
is now the service an event for local high school students
chair for the frater to help them in the college admission
nity. ODP’s community service involves process. A key reason why McCarty
the Boys and Girls Club, CSUMB and Del Real were interested in a Greek
Marathon and Adopt-A-Highway.
organization was for the lifelong broth
Greekfest wasn’t just a Greek only ers and sisters they will have. Both
event. Those rushing an organization events had great student turnouts.
and those who were just curious, par

“I came in as a freshman not knowing anyone. I did some research and joined ODP (Omega Delta
Phi). We are the only true multicultural fraternity on campus."
SHAWN MCCARTY, SENIOR

You've done some stupid things for entertainment. This isn't one of them.

Get Comcast Digital Cable and High-Speed Internet for one low price
of $54.99/mo for 9 months. Plus FREE installations when you call now!

Make the smart choice. Sign up today!
1.800.COMCAST

arts

And don't forget to ask about Comcast Digital Voice--now available!
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The Lovin' Spoonful rock icon of the

Even
September
ts

friday 22

Changing Times
Resort Theatres Osio
350 Alvarado St., Monterey
Catherine Deneuve plays opposite
Gerard Depardieu in a film about love,
life, and time. Written and directed by
renowned French filmmaker, André
Téchiné.

Feast
TBA
John Gulager directs his winning
screenplay of the Project Greenlight
Screenwriting Contest about flesh eat
ing creatures who target the alcoholic
patrons of a small town bar. Henry
Rollins stars.

An Evening with John Sebastian
The Golden State Theatre
417 Alvarado Street, Monterey

Saturday 23

What’s Up Tiger Lily?
Filmmaker, Woody Allen's first film,
in which John Sebastian composed
the score, plays for one night oily
and is free for all those with their
ticket stubs from Sebastian’s concert
on the previous night

Tickets: $8 General
7:00p.m.

Saturday 23-24

Otter Days at the
Monterey Bay Aquarium
886 Cannery Row, Monterey
Get a chance to go behind the scenes of
the Otter Exhibit and see how these pesky
buggers are cared for.

Free with regular admission
10:00am-6:00pm

Calendar

Tuesdays

Old Monterey Market Place
Every Ttiesday
4:00p.m.- 8:00p.m.

Wednesday 27

The Suborbitals
Monterey Live
414 Alvarado St., Monterey
No cover charge
8:30 p.m.

Thursday 28-Oct. 1

Hitchcock Double Feature:
Birds and Psyco
The Golden State Theatre

friday 29-30

Vermillion Lies “What’s in the
Box?” Variety Show

Monterey Live
414 Alvarado St., Monterey
Tickets: $10 General
Call for times

Saturday 30-Oct. 1

Old Monterey Seafood & Music
Festival
The Custom House Stage
Live music, fresh local seafood, and
local artisans will make for an enjoy
able two day affair.

Call 655-8070 for admission fee
11:00 a.m.-5:00p.m.

417 Alvarado Street, Monterey
Tickets: $8 General

7:00p.m.

One howl of a good time
British director/writer Neil Marshall’s
claustrophobic horror film, “The
Descent,” gained rave reviews this
past summer for its use of the femmeheroic archetype, generating several
comparisons to “Aliens,” which bred
one of cinema history’s most important
female heroes.
“Dog Soldiers,” Marshall’s first film,
should not be overlooked. His 2002,
rookie effort was released straight to
video, at least in America, and nearly
forgotten until Marshall’s mainstream
success with “The Descent.”
A squad of British soldiers is sent
on a mock mission to the green thick
of the Highlands of Scotland, void of
any signs of life for miles. The typical
Scottish weather of fog, mist, haze and
dreary gray sky blend daytime into night
without warning.
The six soldiers, led by Sergeant Wells
(Sean Pertwee), complain and joke with
one another about being dragged away
60's,their
John weekend
Sebastian comes
to town. and
from
of drinking
Tickets:football
$55, $35,
$20 to play “war
watching
matches
8:00p.m.
games
” out in the middle of nowhere.
One of the soldiers brings up a sober
ing rumor that many folks go missing

in the area where they are camping; the
rumor is an obvious foreshadowing of

future events.
Snippets of awkward camera angles,
flashes of black and white and quick
scurries of movement in the brush,
imply that there is an outside party
watching the soldiers.
It is no secret that this outside point
of view comes from the red chili pepper
eyes of lycanthropes, commonly known
as werewolves. The fact that there is a full

moon above the pasty fog is also a friendly
reminder of who we’re dealing with.
“Dog Soldiers” bares its horror genre
fully and the lax soldiers find them
selves at war with what may be the most
difficult opponents any soldier could
ever expect to fight.
The werewolves’ initial ambush leaves
the men running for their lives, run
ning into a mysterious woman, Megan
(Emma Cleasby), who leads them to
take refuge in a family’s farmhouse with

Adam's Pics

their overly friendly dog. Very quickly,
the group is surrounded by the vicious
hunters, trapped and in danger until the
sun comes up.
The tongue-and-cheek gore fest
begins; frightening and sometimes gro
tesquely humorous: In (me particularly
repulsive scene, the sergeant’s guts are
literally ripped out from his abdomen,
but he survives. One of the men in
the unit, an obvious medical novice,
superglues his intestines hack into his
stomach, which doesn’t hold for long,
eventually becoming the dog’s chew toy
(all the while the sergeant is alive).
The “us versus them” scenario
Marshall constructs, trapping the victims
in a small unfamiliar area surrounded by
brutal enemies hunting them, rings simi
larly to Romero’s “Dawn of the Dead,”
and Carpenter’s “Assault on Precinct
13.” But the enemies in “Dog Soldiers”
cannot be killed with bullets or anything,
short of a bomb; these suckers are witty
beyond having enhanced animal senses.
“Dog Soldiers,” isn’t a cinematic
masterpiece but it is well cleverly writ
ten, directed and well acted; the over
all experience is one heck of time,
reminiscent of Landis’, “An American
Werewolf in London released over 25
years ago.
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Resident Tourist

goes shopping...at the Nu-art
How on earth did I end up in a pom shop at 10 a.m.? Was that the

way I really wanted to start my beautiful Tues morning? Almost
getting arrested for taking pictures in the store? Which I now know
is against the law.

However, I ended up there and felt I wanted to start the day in
that fashion. I was walking through the glass door covered with

neon letters, which read “Absolutely no one under 18” and into a

wide-open room when it hit me “What is that smell.” I could hear
overly boisterous moans of women screaming in overacted lust

from within the private “video game booths.”

The air was full of a weird smell; a combination of lubricant,
coconut and sweat. The smell started in the back near the video
game booths and followed me to the front where it hits every
patron who walks through the front door.

The whole scene was out of an indie art film about a lonely old
man, something like “Ghost World.” You couldn’t help but feel a

little awkward while standing in a room full of overweight men

browsing through such distinguished film series as: “Sexy Co-eds
14,” “4 Hours on the Floor”and“Debbie does Istanbul.”

The fluorescent lights shone off the plastic protecting the pre
cious contents inside each DVD cover, giving off an effervescent
glow. If you had squinted just right you almost get a vision of

Christmas. But no, that was just the wall of “feminine apparatuses”
available in all shapes, colors and sizes, looking straight at you, in
the eyes.

Everyone who visits the Nu-art at 10 a.m. takes turns looking up
from their intense browsing modes with a frightened expression,

as if they were likely to see their mother’s Aunt Mildred browsing
through the “just feet” video section.
After looking around and picking up a few gag gifts for some
unsuspecting friends, I walked out of the glass door into the light

of the day ready to move on with my day.
GRAPHIC BY ROSE FREIDIN
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The fluorescent lights shone off the plastic
protecting the precious contents inside
each DVD cover, giving off an effervescent
glow. If you had squinted just right you
almost get a vision of Christmas.
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Low down on new athletic director
Jon Allred, Sports Editor
Jon_Allred@csumb.edu

pretty much
the same price
as mooching
your roommate's food.

Dollar Menu

sp orts

For the first time in six decades, for
mer CSUMB Men’s Basketball Coach
and Athletic Director, Bill Trumbo, is
not beginning school in some fashion
or another in the fall. In his place as
Athletic Director is a man who has had
many years of experience overseeing
both Division I and Division II schools
and is described by those professionally
as someone who is sensitive to what it
means to make the student-athletes the
first priority and understands the issues
involved in the relationship between
athletics and academics. That man
is Dr. Howard
Gauthier.
Responding
to an ad in the
official NCAA
Newspaper for
a new Athletic
Director
at
CSUMB,
Gauthier talked
with
Interim
Athletic Director
John Kassar over
the phone and
one thing led to
another. “I was
one of three can
didates to visit
the campus for
interviews for a
couple of days,”
said Gauthier. “I
got a chance to
meet the people
in the community
and got a great
feel of the cam
A.D. Howard Gauthier.
pus.
I wanted
to make sure this was a good fit and
along with my wife, we could tell that
CSUMB was the right fit.”
One faculty member that was involved
in the hiring process of Gauthier as
Athletic Director was new CSUMB
President Dianne Harrison. “I believe he
will be great,” said an ecstatic Harrison.
“He is a good fit with his previous
experiences and someone we need at
CSUMB. He has fund raising experi
ences and a track record, plus the knowl
edge and skills of what it takes to make
an outstanding Division II program.”
For the long term, Gauthier sees
CSUMB being recognized as one of

the top Division II schools in the coun
try but first things first. “The first
thing is that I have to make sure that
we (CSUMB) are in compliance with
NCAA standards,” said Gauthier. “The
key with Division II sports is to expand
in alignment. Athletics and CSUMB
are going to grow and be successful.”
Officially succeeding Trumbo as
CSUMB’s Athletic Director on Aug 26,
Gauthier has over twenty years experi
ence from coast to coast in intercol
legiate athletics and was most recently
the Athletic Director of Southwest
Minnesota State University, a mem
ber of the Division II Northern Sun
Conference. During his two years at the
Marshall, Minnesota
campus, Gauthier
initiated a member
ship drive for the
Mustang
Booster
Club. Membership
increased
from
around 90 to over 400
members from a town
of about 15,000 resi
dents. The club sub
sequently rose over
$75,000 in scholar
ship dollars.
His
career also includes
a five year run as
Athletic Director at
Idaho State, where
sponsorships
and
donations increased
from $661,000 to
over $1,100,000.
A native of Port
Townsend, Wash.,
Gauthier graduated
from
Washington
State in 1981 and
photo by jon allred
received his PhD
in education from Southern Illinois
University in 1988 after receiving his
master’s degree in sports management
from the University of St. Thomas (Fla.)
in 1984 and a bachelor’s degree in busi
ness administration from Washington
State University in 1981.
In addition, Gauthier had an 11-year
career as a men’s basketball assistant
and head coach. In 1985, Gauthier was
an assistant coach at Southern Illinois
University (1985-87) before serving as
an assistant coach at both Roanoke
College (1987-88) and Whitworth
College (1988-90). In 1990, Gauthier
spent three seasons as head coach at

i’m lovin’ it
Eastern Oregon State College (1990-93)
before becoming head coach for three
seasons at Wartburg College (Iowa).
Sep, 21—Oct.
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Soracco & Kastro: new assitant
coaches on the block
back and ever since I helped my dad
coach a couple of summers ago, coach
Jon Allred, Sports Editor
ing was something I wanted to do,” said
Jon_Allred@csumb.edu
Soracco.
Franka believes that both Castro and
Soracco will be great assets to the team
due to the relationships that
were built with them since
they were players in the pro
gram the last couple of sea
sons. “They bring a great
knowledge of the game,”
said Franka. “They under
stand how Coach Magner
works and can make her less
stressed since she doesn’t
have to worry about the little
stuff like typing names for
Otter Backers.”
Coach Magner sees this
as an opportunity for both
Castro and Soracco to get
prepared for life after athlet
ics. “This is like an internship
as they are both ambitious to
be coaches and this is a way
to get them familiarized with
what coaching is about,” said
Magner. “You can’t learn
coaching from a book.”
In addition, Coach Magner
believes things will be easier
for the players with Castro
and Soracco on the coaching
staff. “The players will be
Coach Tes Soracco & Karly Castro.
PH0T0 BY J0N ALLRED
able to talk to Karly and Tes
“It’s the coolest thing ever,” said return a lot easier than with me and that is the
ing senior Natalie Franka when asked role of a good assistant,” said Magner.
Last season, Castro averaged 4.7
about the newest assistant coaches on
the CSUMB women’s basketball staff. points a game while shooting a teamFormer lady otters Karly Castro and high 35.8 percent from beyond the three
Tes Soracco have been named graduate point line. Soracco was limited to only
assistants after being hand selected by eleven games last season due to injuries
after starting all twenty-seven games in
head coach Amber Magner.
Castro, who was approached by the 2004-2005 season. Her 55 career
Coach Magner at the end of last season, three-pointers in just 38 career games
couldn’t stand the thought of being is second all time in the school record
away from the game she has loved all books.
her life and wanted to help any way
she could. “After playing for my high
“This is like an internship
school coach, coaching is something I
as they are both ambitious
really wanted to do,” said Castro. “My
high school coach even offered me to
to be coaches and this
come back to coach there this year and
is a way to get them
coaching high school is something I
familiarized with what
would want to do.”
Soracco, whose dad is a coach, knew
coach is about.”
she wanted to help out and mentioned
AMBER MAGNER, WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
something to Coach Magner during
HEAD COACH
last season when injuries prevented her
from playing. “I knew I was coming
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Grace on FIRE
“Hurling is a sport for
those who don’t mind

getting rambunctious,

chasing a ball up and down
a field while getting a bit

mangled. It’s an Irish sport,
need I say more?”
Grace Castro, Arts Editor
GrACE_C ASTRO@CSUMB. EDU

I suddenly found myself in the midst of
the competitive world of hurling. Most
people know hurling after a drunken
night, crawling on the bathroom floor,
to pray to the porcelain god, but this is
quite different. By definition, hurling
is an outdoor team sport of Celtic ori
gin, administered by the Gaelic Athletic
Association, and played with sticks and
a ball (dictionary.com).
Hurling is an insanely popular sport
in Ireland and has made its way to
CSUMB. I met with TAT major and
Hurling Club hopeful, Brendan Lee.
He showed me how hurling is played.
Hurling can be best compared to field
hockey and lacrosse and has the reputa
tion of being the fastest field sport in the
world. Hurley is traditionally played on
a large field, with 15 players per team;
a curved wooden stick called a hurley is
used to hit a hard ball named a sliotar.
The hurley is used to knock the slio
tar between the opposing team’s goal
posts. Although Lee couldn’t show me
first hand, hurling is a rough and tough
sport. Just image 15 men armed with
a stick, all going after the same ball.

I think I’m gonna...hurl.

Ttestosterone is bound to kick in.
While witnessing the demonstration,
I couldn’t help but notice the over
whelming interest. I wasn’t sure if it
was the big sticks or the small round
ball but everyone took notice. “What
the hell is that?” was the most common
used phrase among passerbyers. They
stopped, grabbed a hurley and jumped
right in.
Hurling is a sport for those who don’t
mind getting rambunctious, chasing a
ball up and down a field while getting
a bit mangled. It’s an Irish sport, need
I say more?
So my suggestion, grab a Guinness,
leave the comed beef and cabbage bak
ing, throw on your wee little shorts and
try it out.
Lee plays hurling whenever he and
his friends have time, usually, in the
Main Quad out in the grass. Lee is
planning on starting a club on cam
pus where competitive hurling can be
played against other teams. If you are
interested in trying out your skills, con
tact Brendan Lee via first class or catch
em’ mid game in the main quad.

photo by tom galvin

Cross country up and running
Evan Hatt, Staff Reporter
Evan _Hatt@csumb.edu

CSUMB Cross Country Head Coach Yi
Mao has recruited new runners for the
2006 season and the team insists they
could have more runners to participate.
“For the men’s team, we added Omar
Mendoza and he is very valuable in
terms of being athletic,” said Mao. Mao
explained Mendoza is exactly what the
team needs and that the new blood
needs more training and time to work

out. Mao stated that the woman’s team
needs more training than the men’s as
far as practicing for the fall. Mao said
that he is trying to get the girls prepared
for the upcoming races.
The cross country team is prepared
with Eder Tostado, a junior transfer
from Hartnell College and Business
Administration major. “I showed up
at Torro Park and Yi Mao was looking
for athletes for the cross country team,”
said Tostado.
Tostado said it’s an extra incentive
coming her because CSUMB has given

him the opportunity for running on
the team and wanted to continue run
ning. “Coming here was one of the few
opportunities at running at the collegiate
level,” said Tostado.
When the cross country players run
on Fort Ord, Kristen Koga, a sopho
more and cross country runner agreed
that “if it doesn’t get all over the place it
doesn’t belong in your face,” when dis
cussing the dirt from the paths blowing
all over the place while running.
Leilani Ortiz, a returning runner, said
there are five new women and only two

returnees. The women mentioned every
one wants to be like Kristen Koga, who
loves the cross country team. Kristen
Koga is admired as a team leader for the
girls and for inspiration.
But having this love of team sprit
means dedication. Tostado pointed out
the team meets mostly for practice
Monday through Friday at 4pm and
that more people should join. Tostado
explained that running with the team is
a good way of exercising and promoting
health.

Volleyball hitters
Grace Castro, Arts Editor
Grace_Castro@csumb.edu

Kiley Stout and Nichols Peyton go up for a block against Santa Cruz
Photo by Grace Castro
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sports

“It’s volleyball time,” says otter sports
fan and TAT major, Helena Gutierrez.
Volleyball season is in full swing and
what a spectator sport it is. “Longlegged women in short spandex is
enough to get anyone excited,” says
Helena. “But I am here to see them
play.”
And that is exactly what the lady’s of
the CSUMB women’s volleyball team
intend to do. “[This season] we are
going to play hard and stay positive,”
said Kendra Miller, middle row junior.
“We have the skill and the desire.”
The season opened in Aug. with the
team winning their first two games at the
Seawolf Spike Volleyball Tournament
in Rohnert Park. “We got off to a
great start,” says Christine Ricketts,
middle row junior. The team also won
games against Notre Dame DeNamur,
Humboldt State and UC Santa Cruz.
But with five wins, the team notes there
are some losses as well. “There have
been a lot of upsets,” said Ricketts.
The team lost to Armstrong Atlantic,
Sonoma State, San Bernardino and Cal
Poly Pomona.
In their third year in Division II, the
team is hopeful for the remainder of the

season. “None of the teams are predict
able when coming out,” says Ricketts.
“We are expecting to do better this year
but with all the inconsistencies with the
conference so far, it’s up in the air.”
The volleyball team signed five new
recruits, giving the team a makeover
they may have needed. Kerri Sudarsana,
a freshman from Oakland, Calif., Kim
Sordello, a junior transfer from Delta
Community College in Stockton, Calif.,
Michelle Moe, freshman from Vacaville
Calif., Macall Piaña, freshman from
Santa Monica, Calif., and Katie Boss,
freshman from Lakewood, Calif, all
bring new faces to the team.
“We have a lot better chemistry,” said
Danielle VandenBos, middle blocker
junior. “The recruits are a positive and
instrumental addition to the team. It’s
great to have them.”
For the team, the presence of their
fans helps improve their performance
on the court. “We do a lot better when
we play home games with all our fans
cheering us on,” said VandenBos. The
Women’s Volleyball Team has several
more home games left to play this
season. Games time is at 7:00 p.m. at
the Otter Sports Center and a complete
schedule of games is available online
at:
http://sports.csumb.edu/athletics/W_
volleyball/schedule.htm

named after its similarity to a real goat.

trail; known world wide as the second
half of the challenging cross country
racing course at the Sea Otter Classic,
an annual professional mountain biking
Joseph McCarthy, Staff Reporter
Recreation enthusiasts can choose to event that attracts riders and enthusiasts
Michael_Mcarthy@csumb.edu
walk or ride the tight single track of from around the world.
the grassland hills to the winding frails
“It is a long winding downhill trail
through the dense shrubs and oaks of with banked turns and drop - off style
If your feeling a little adventurous, and maritime chaparral.”
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The other Ord

Ord’s reputation for world class riding.
There are over 50 trails and they range
from “beginner” to “professional.”
Water is a necessity as is a hel
met and some sort of eye protection.
Other things that will make your ride
more enjoyable are gloves, cell phone
(Verizon phones get signal on most of
the Ord), tire patches, tire pump, basic
tools, and a friend.

person on campus________________
Who would you like to see come to the BBC?
Chad Ghiron, Photo Editor
Ch ad_Ghiron@csumb . edu

Megan Mojica

Aaron

Junior
HPWE

Longinotti
Senior
SBS

“I would love to see the
RX Bandits, AFI, The
Killers, Von Blondie’s,
and Silver Chair.”

Christopher
Mutshnick
3rd Year
HCOM
“The BBC needs some
variety. Personally, I
would enjoy seeing the
RX Bandits; artistic SKA
at its finest.”
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“I
wanna
see
John Legend and
Beyonce, baby!”

Tiffany Linsday
4th Year
Business
“More Battle of the
Bands shows from stu
dents and local bands.”

Loren Schofield
Sophomore
HPWE
“If I could pick
one band to see at
the BBC it would
be Taking Back
Sunday.”

